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Abstract—There is a new phenomenon organized by people in Yogyakarta city-affiliated with a voluntarism movement called Jogja Independent (JOINT). It endeavored to nominate and demonstrate how independent candidates battled in Yogyakarta city’s election in 2017. It was conducted by electing several candidates in public. This research was conducted to apprehend the process of independent candidate’s election conducted by JOINT. By doing observation, interview and theory analysis, this paper determined some conclusions that the process of independent candidate’s election conducted by JOINT had been a bandwagon and democratic. The election processes were divided into four steps: candidate nomination, appointing selectors, public fit, and proper test, and deciding the final candidate. It resulted in a couple of candidates elected democratically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The democratic transition in general other than marked by the collapse of the authoritarian regime is a strong hope of high optimism towards the immediate achievement of the end of the struggle by formed of civil society in the national to local political arena [4]. The term civil society which used by Alexis de Tocqueville is defined as organized and characterized social life areas such as voluntary, self-generating, self-supporting, high self-reliance with the state, and obedient with the norms or legal values followed by its citizens. The election in Indonesia is demonstrated by the emergence of the phenomenon of political voluntarism lately. The emergence of volunteers cannot be separated from the culture of Indonesian society who enthusiastic to work together [20]. The birth of the voluntarism movement is a manifestation of community participation in the democratic system and cites the term Sorensen as a mass-dominated democracy as a system with mass actors who have power over traditional ruling classes. They encouraged reforms from below, attacked the power and privileges of the elite [21].

Jogja Independent (JOINT) is a movement initiated by the people of Yogyakarta City in March 2016 to escort and battle the general election of the head of the region to be held in early 2017. The birth of JOINT is inseparable from the concern of some people of Yogyakarta City against the poor process of recruitment of political parties in Indonesia and the leadership of Haryadi Suyuti as a mayor for five years in Yogyakarta City. Recruitment processes which have been happening are the prevalence of nepotism behavior which occurs in the body of political parties by distributing power to certain families or people without open process. People who do not have capital will not be able to follow the process of candidacy by political parties. Political parties tend to provide an easy way for candidates originating from their group such as the candidate originates from the party leadership as well as party officials who have strong influence. It does not conduct well with the candidate election process of political party that produces the leader of what Firmanzah calls the peanut-fry politics, i.e., instant politics and without debriefing as long as the candidate has high popularity in society [8].

JOINT provides an alternative nomination process for candidates for regional heads through an independent channel by eliminating the practice of money politics in political parties. This alternative becomes a new phenomenon because of the formation of a new movement and the process of political education which in a narrow coverage addressed to the people of Yogyakarta City and in wide coverage to the people of Indonesia. It explains what Mansour Fakih means as a power which is the core of social structure and leads to the struggle to get it [6].
II. CANDIDACY OF JOINT: NON-POLITICAL PARTY MOVEMENT

There are four democracy steps in JOINT: candidate nomination, appointing selectors, public fit and proper test, and deciding the final candidate.

A. Candidate Nomination

All citizens have a great chance to register as a candidate to be carried by JOINT. It illustrates the inclusiveness of JOINT in nominating who is eligible to register as candidates and additional terms for political education to avoid nepotism and other atrocious practices related to the process of candidacy by political parties. The diversity of leaders or communities enrolling in JOINT demonstrates the well-established presence of candidates’ autonomous spaces in fragmented social and political environments. The impact of this presence exhibits the process of democratization which is a process of social transformation of cultural, social, economic, and political aspects as well as other aspects of life [6].

Shortly after the declaration, JOINT published the candidate criteria including personal capacity (capability, competence, responsibility, and integrity) and various administrative requirements from the General Election Commission. JOINT also requires every participant to register with his small team as proof that the candidate has the support of his circles, colleagues, and also his relatives. Moreover, JOINT attracts candidates who are not only popular but have a sense of alignment with the community. Based on the political literature, the quality of the characters includes several dimensions: competence, integrity, firmness, empathy, and joy [17].

Candidates enrolling in JOINT originate from diverse professional backgrounds and competencies such as academics, practitioners, artists, and non-governmental organizations. The following table is a list of names of potential JOINT mayor candidates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Andrie Primera Nuary</td>
<td>Employee of private bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Akhyari Hananta</td>
<td>Non-government organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Arbhak Yoga Widodo</td>
<td>Civil servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dani Eko Wiyono</td>
<td>Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Emmy Yuniarti Rusadi</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Esha Satya Syanjaya</td>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fitri Paulina Andriani</td>
<td>Civil servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Garin Nugroho Riyanto</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Martha Haenery A</td>
<td>Businessman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hambar Riyadi</td>
<td>Director of Anak Wayang Indonesia Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Rommy Heryanto</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Siti Dzuhatyatin</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Titok Hariyanto</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Appointing Selectors

Based on the Rahat and Hazan theory in Katz and Crotty used by the author, the selection model of JOINT selection is considered as exclusive. JOINT formed a convention committee team consisting of five people from various professional backgrounds such as Busyro Muqoddas as a legal practitioner, Bambang Eka Cahya Widodo as academic or election expert, Herry Zudianto as the former mayor of Yogyakarta, Yustina Neni as an artist, and Suparman Marzuki as a legal practitioner [19]. This team is called a team of five. Team five is assigned to select the names of those who are eligible to be selected as selectors. The team hunts anyone who desires to be selectors of JOINT. However, not every member of JOINT has a role to determine the eligibility of the selectors.

The result was a panel of conventions consisting of nine people from various elements of society with expertise on different issues: leadership ethics, law enforcement, anti-corruption, spatial and environmental, women and public health, public finance, bureaucracy improvement), business and tourism, macro economy, culture, art, international relations and urban politics. These nine selectors are called as the team of nine.

The nine selectors were set because of the critical awareness of the convention committee team. They can be referred as the critical citizen [17]. Education is crucial for democracy because education is believed to be a social institution where learners are widely socialized with the values of freedom and equality which are the basic components of democracy [17].

It describes a phenomenon of social movement that is different from the one developed by Escobar and Alvarez as a movement that does not merely place itself in the public arena - does not limit itself to traditional political activities and rejects a deeply embedded way of understanding political practices and its relationship to culture, economy, and society [5]. In fact, there is a panelist team selected only because of the proximity without considering the willingness of the selector. It can be concluded that the convention committee team is also not democratic in determining the eligibility of the selectors. One of selector said that “…he selected nothing”.

The limited role of these raises a dilemma because time factor also became one of the breeds of the closed role of students in determining the selectors. JOINT only provides fourteen days to all citizens to register as a potential JOINT participant since JOINT was declared March 20, 2016.

The limited time that the volunteers have as many academic activities leaves them excluded in determining the selector. Moreover, the active volunteers are fifteen persons from seventy-two. With the limited number of volunteers and
a large number of JOINT activities at that time, students should be given different tasks which aid in keeping the secretariat, assisting the administration of candidates such as selection of candidate files, and assisting JOINT activity process. Not only to play a role in the administration process, but students also play a role in distributing voting cards to the present people to vote to nominate candidates in the convention process and collect identity cards of around 45,000. Regrettably, citizens’ involvement in determining JOINT selector is not available.

C. Public Fit and Proper Test

Based on the theory of Rahat and Hazan, JOINT uses and combines exclusive candidate selection method and functional decentralization [19]. In this case, JOINT does not have a structure like a political party. JOINT does not have a leadership at the national level. JOINT is a local community that only covers the city of Yogyakarta. Therefore, no screening process is organized at the national level in the same way that political party processes organize.

JOINT creates a basic element of criteria or skill mastery which to be comprehended by nine selectors like functional decentralization conducted in the process of candidate political party by ensuring representation for representatives such as unions, women, etc.

The representative groups are a team of nine. They are divided into two teams which are placed on two sessions of the candidate process; Pre-convention and convention. JOINT has set up a series of agenda in April 2016. Starting on April 3, 2016, the agenda of candidate introduction which was attended by 13 candidates, this event was named Sarasehan Sinau Bareng Demokrasi ala Jogia.

After JOINT introduces candidates on April 3, 2016, JOINT also conducts its first step of public test for one week from April 3 to April 9, 2016. JOINT offers the opportunity to the citizen to convey in writing about the personal fifteen candidates with evidence about deviant behaviors that candidates have ever done, laws of contradictory behavior, and social norms.

At the time of the pre-convention on April, 10th 2016, this pre-convention is closed for public. Furthermore, it does not involve the citizens, students, and initiators who are members of JOINT. Selection is only from the team of nine. At this step, fifteen candidates are given an opportunity to prepare the material to be presented. They convey the deepening of vision and mission as well as the leading work program.

The selectors exploit quantitative assessments based on key performance indicators prepared by panelists who focus on technical capabilities and mastery of what is the foundation or platform of JOINT. Moreover, It is not well documented by JOINT. Thus, the data on the assessment are not able to be described properly.

The result of the pre-convention process is the establishment of five candidates who will proceed to the next stage or convention on April 13, 2016. Candidates who pass the pre-convention stage will be publicly tested in the second step for three days from April 13 to April 15, 2016. The second step public test method is also the same as the first step of the public test.

The last step is the convention step. It was held on April 17, 2016, at Jogja Expo Center. It is the final step in which five candidates will be tested for eligibility by the selector team as well as the people present.

The participation or involvement of the community in determining the eligible candidates should be brought forward when JOINT had entered the convention step to select several of the candidates to be mayor and vice mayor. Elements of the present citizen consist of a public figure, members of communities and members of political parties who have voting rights in the Yogyakarta City elections.

Both at the time of the pre-convention and convention, volunteers who in this case the group of students does not gain the authority to give arguments to the candidates who are contesting. There are several factors which cause it to happen. Not all students who are members of JOINT are residents who have identity cards of Yogyakarta. However, JOINT also is not able to be sure that all participants who attend the convention and argue and test the ability of candidates are citizens who have ID card of Yogyakarta. JOINT does not record and document well how many students who originate from inside and outside of Yogyakarta.

D. Deciding final Candidate

JOINT applies two models in assigning candidates such as designation model and selection model. Both models are used because JOINT has two convention steps.

Firstly, the pre-convention. JOINT only conducts trials by the selector team with no people involvement. Five candidates resulting from the pre-convention are candidates determined by appointment by the selector team. It is following the theory described by Rahat and Hazan on selection using a system of appointment is a process of non-democratic choice [19]. The absence of a hierarchy within the JOINT causes the selector team as political party agency deciding on a candidate.

Secondly, convention. JOINT employs an election model in the candidate determination. According to Rahat and Hazan, the election model on candidate determination is the process of selecting all candidates through election voting procedure without a selector which can change the list of compositions [19].

It is done in the convention process undertaken by JOINT. JOINT conducted voting from the 105 votes. Of 105 ballot papers, one ballot was declared invalid. The proportion of voters are divided into two parts: from the chairman of the villages and mass organization and people. The votes originating from the chairman of the villages and mass organizations have a higher value one level than people.

Candidates who finally established as a candidate for mayor and vice mayor who carried by JOINT are Garin Nugroho and Rommy Heryanto. They are not documented about the percentage of assessment weights among the selector teams, chairman of the villages, mass organizations and the citizens.

The results of the determination by JOINT reflect a democratic process. Meaning, that all citizens are invited to
Some important findings, firstly, the political process at the local level is not always the domain of a political party. The case of Jogja demonstrates the dynamics of non-party political movements that are organized in JOINT practicing procedural democracy and scheduling changes in political power amidst a firm electoral regime. Second, the movement of political volunteerism in Jogja as a movement for the education of democracy is adequate. Nevertheless, as a real political movement there are still various obstacles which will make this movement fade before developing.
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